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Abstract
Long storage times for blood products are often unavoidable. Product age is essentially the only indicator used today for Red Blood Cell (RBC) quality loss during storage. Much controversy persists over the impact of RBC age on transfusion outcomes, as studies on this remain inconclusive. Such inconsistency may arise from unit-to-unit variability, which likely introduces some age-independence to RBC state. Thus, quality metrics other than storage time could aid with inventory management and/or treatment decisions. RBC membrane mechanical fragility is proposed here as one such candidate in vitro metric: it aggregately reflects a range of biochemical and biomechanical changes associated with storage lesion, and can provide a more comprehensive characterization of particular units than other properties. Preliminary data suggest this property can vary substantially among units of equal age, and further work now in progress is investigating its correlation to post-transfusion red cell survival in vivo.

INTRODUCTION
Transfusing Red Blood Cells (RBC) has been a common treatment for anemia since the introduction of preservative solutions in the mid-20th century. In severe hemorrhage cases, massive transfusions of up to 10-15 units are often required. For example, during 5 years of US military operations, about 86,000 units of RBC and whole blood (WB) were administered to about 5,000 patients (1, 2). While the benefit of transfusion for severe hemorrhage cases is well accepted, multiple studies suggest that RBC transfusions nevertheless can fall short of achieving their desired clinical effect – particularly for certain vulnerable patient groups – prompting reexamination of transfusion protocols and the preserved efficacy of stored packed RBC (see (3-8) for reviews).

Two main reasons have been proposed to account for reports of suboptimal transfusion efficacy: 1) adverse effects from non-RBC cells in transfused blood, and 2) changes in RBC resulting from prolonged storage – so-called “storage lesion” (9). Regarding the first, the presence of plasma factors and blood formed elements (e.g. leukocytes and platelets) was identified as potentially affecting in vivo performance of stored packed RBC (6, 10-13). Much evidence now demonstrates the benefits of leukocyte filtration (leukoreduction) for certain patient groups, although some controversy over this treatment still continues despite strong endorsement by the US Food and Drug Administration ((14-16)). In this article we discuss the second reason, RBC storage lesion, suggesting that age-independent metrics could enable better informed treatment and/or inventory-planning decisions – particularly in situations where “fresh” blood is rarely even an option.

BACKGROUND: STORAGE LESION AND THE AGE DEBATE
Current civilian storage needs in the US result in an average RBC unit age of 21 days at transfusion (17), with the maximum permitted shelf life being 42 days. A survey of 1,500 American blood banks found that 20% of RBC units were ≥ 28 days old (18, 19). For rare blood types such as O-Negative, more than 60% of stored blood units were ≥ 28 days old (20). On the military side, collected blood is processed into components and shipped by air to operation theaters; the increased complexity of providing regular RBC shipments to combat support hospitals results in units being aged 27-32 days upon delivery. By the time of transfusion, these units are 32 days and older, as reported by Spinella et.al. (21).
RBC storage lesion encompasses various cellular changes associated with a host of metabolic and morphological changes in blood. In retrospective and prospective studies, these changes were linked with RBC damage, reduced post-transfusion survival/viability, and diminished ability of cells to deliver oxygen to tissues (see (3, 22, 23) for reviews).

Morphological changes in RBC likely result from profound changes in the RBC membrane, including damage and redistribution of cytoskeletal proteins and membrane lipids (possibly correlated to unmitigated oxidative stress), membrane phospholipid vesciculation and loss, changes in membrane-bound carbohydrates, and loss of sialic acid (related to changes in electro-chemical RBC properties). These storage-induced processes translate into macro-scale effects including changes in shape, volume, and density – along with greater membrane rigidity and cell aggregability (which may contribute to changes in blood viscosity and increased RBC-endothelial interactions). These may be further compounded by the increased levels of endotoxins and inflammatory cytokines associated with prolonged blood storage. An accumulation of pro-inflammatory bioactive compounds, a concordant decline in antioxidant capacity (altering the balance between pro-oxidant and anti-oxidant species), changes in glucose and potassium levels, and a rise in hemoglobin oxidation have also been observed. Decreases in ATP levels (typically a 20-25% decline by the end of storage) have been documented as well, along with declines in 2,3-diphosphoglycerate (2,3-DPG) levels (essentially disappearing after 2 weeks of storage). It should be noted that despite their decline during storage, both ATP and 2,3-DPG were shown to recover in vivo upon transfusion; however, this may not occur fast enough for critical patients in need of immediate restoration of oxygen delivery. (See (22, 24, 25) for comprehensive reviews on storage lesion.)

Some investigators have reported that prolonged storage times were correlated with adverse clinical outcomes such as mortality, lengthened hospital stays, pneumonia, multiple organ failure, hemorrheological disorders, infections and sepsis, renal failure, TRALI, inflammatory responses, and microcirculatory and hemodynamic complications. On the other hand, other investigators did not find RBC age to adversely affect transfusion efficacy. The inconsistencies among findings render the issue yet unresolved, although various explanations have been proposed to reconcile the conflicts (see (3, 4, 22-24, 26) for reviews). Similarly, attempts to quantify certain in vitro properties associated with storage lesion have yielded wide inconsistencies as well, although this was likely due to unvalidated analytical methods and a lack of common standards (27). And notably, most prospective studies comparing efficacies of differently-aged units look only at blood within the first half of its shelf life, leaving the latter half largely unexplored.

In 2010 alone, the issue of storage lesion and its potential impact on transfusion outcomes has been the subject of over a dozen literature reviews (including (23, 28-30)). The age-of-blood debate has also attracted public attention, with a recent Wall Street Journal article highlighting the controversy (31). However, age is only one contributing factor to blood quality – hence the potential usefulness of non-age metrics.

**AGE ALONE AN INADEQUATE PROXY FOR QUALITY**

The widespread use of First-In-First-Out (FIFO) inventory methods, and reliance upon a universal shelf life, makes storage time or age the exclusive de facto metric of storage lesion today. However, it has been shown that the magnitudes of observed changes can significantly depend upon the unit manufacturer, as well as transport and storage issues (including type of A-P solution used, presence of modifying additives, and position of the bag during storage) (32-35). The unit-to-unit variability may also be further compounded by differing amounts of leucocytes and platelets in the solution (10).

Differences among RBC coming from different donors is another very important consideration (36). Generally the notion of RBC “age” only considers time since collection, but the mean red cell age at donation can span from 38 to 60 days (37). Notably, inter-donor variability was shown to be the most significant contributing factor for in-bag hemolysis (“autolysis”) of stored packed RBC (38). The link between RBC age within donors and storage lesion was further corroborated recently by Sparrow et al. (39, 40), whose results indicated that RBC age upon donation can influence the nature and the magnitude of storage lesion – possibly by affecting the carbohydrate structures of the cell membrane (40). Potential dependence of in-bag hemolysis on donor-specific factors has been observed by McAteer (41), and Buchwald recently demonstrated that oxygen transport rates are consistent for each whole-blood donor while varying across different donors (42). Correlation between storage time and blood quality is further eroded by reported dependency upon donor gender and age, and storage solution used (43).
Considering this, it is not surprising that studies investigating the impact of RBC age on transfusion outcomes are inconsistent. It thus becomes worthwhile to broaden the scope of inquiry beyond storage time, including investigation of possible in vitro tools for evaluating stored packed RBC.

**RESEARCHING CANDIDATE METRIC(S)**

It remains to be proven which if any in vitro measures, individually or in combination, can be reliably correlated with transfusion efficacy. Certain cell membrane properties – many loosely termed “deformability,” despite significant variations – show potential to reflect aggregations of phenomena associated with storage lesion. For example, changes in ATP levels have been correlated to membrane changes, as some RBC membrane functions are energy-dependent and thus partly dependent upon metabolic state. While the active preservation of cell ATP levels did slow some indicia of storage lesion, the correlation between cell ATP and transfusion outcomes has been shown only for extremely depleted cells. Nevertheless, whatever the role ATP depletion does play in cell performance can potentially be captured via membrane properties. More directly, a loss of endogenous RBC antioxidants results in oxidative damage to cytoskeletal proteins and membrane phospholipids – causing measurable changes in membrane properties (see (4, 22) for reviews). Moreover, many other biomechanical effects of storage lesion are either causes or effects of membrane changes.

On the clinical side, altered membrane properties have been correlated with diminished oxygen transport, and arguably with post-transfusion complications. RBC membrane rigidity can impede the cells’ ability to navigate the microcirculatory network – hindering restoration of tissue oxygenation. Microvascular flow can be further compromised by occlusion of microcirculation by rigid cells and/or by membrane-mediated RBC-endothelial interactions. Altered mechanical properties of the RBC membrane are also likely responsible for the cell lysis shown to occur in bag during storage and suggested to occur in vivo post-transfusion. In addition, RBC age and associated membrane changes were implicated in high post-transfusion free Hb levels in trauma patients (44). Such release of free Hb into the bloodstream can overload the capacity of haptoglobin (responsible for free Hb removal), resulting in hemoglobinemia (45), redox injury of endothelium or underlying tissues, or depletion of nitric oxide (46). Furthermore, it has been suggested that limited nitric oxide bioavailability causes regional and systemic vasoconstriction and subsequent organ dysfunction (47, 48). Alterations to RBC membranes are also thought to trigger immune system mechanisms for RBC removal – increasing the clearance of transfused cells from circulation – which would be of greatest concern for chronic anemia patients (see (4, 9, 22, 25, 49) for reviews).

To now distinguish among particular RBC membrane properties, we specifically single out mechanical fragility in contrast to either “deformability” or osmotic fragility. While fragility testing involves stressing a sample of cells until some fraction thereof lyse, deformability testing typically measures a sample’s (average) ability to be manipulated without lysing. Deformability testing has long been pursued in clinical diagnostics, and fragility testing occurs in research settings, but as yet no such metrics have been implemented for systematic evaluation of RBC storage lesion or degradation.

Regarding mechanical fragility, one limitation on its adoptability for standardized clinical applications appears to have been a lack of a testing means that is both highly sensitive and clinically practical (50). However, we believe this erythrocyte property to be a particularly likely measure of membrane state to correlate with transfusion efficacy: Mechanical fragility represents a sample’s propensity for hemolysis under sustained and varied physical stresses – offering greater potential, with proper configuration, to resemble the physiological stresses cells experience in vivo. Secondly, the nature of mechanical fragility testing offers the novel advantage of being able to vary multiple stress parameters concurrently for complexly sensitive multi-dimensional fragility profiles (discussed below). Thirdly, unlike typical “deformability” measurements, profiling a sample’s mechanical fragility allows the entire distribution of a unit’s population and sub-populations to be represented, for a more comprehensive evaluation of each individual unit.

Notably, a recent study showed that mechanical fragility is correlated, independently of age, with factors such as storage solution and donor gender (43).

**OUR SYSTEM AND PRELIMINARY DATA**

Our proprietary system (51) involves three integrated steps being performed on a sample of stored blood product: 1) subjection of the sample to a range of controlled physical stresses using multiple parameters (e.g., intensity, duration), 2) spectrophotometric determination of the extent of hemolysis occurring under various combinations of stress
parameters, and 3) computational processing of the results (e.g., lysis levels and rates) to comprehensively quantify the sample via a multi-dimensional fragility profile matrix. And for the test to be performed more rapidly and easily, the spectrophotometric step can be achieved using a proprietary optical unit uniquely capable of collecting the relevant spectra in real time without requiring centrifugation or intermediary handling (52).

**Figure 1**

[Graph showing percent lysis vs. relative shear stress]

With a single parameter of total stress magnitude, fragility is conventionally profiled as a 2D sigmoidal function (as shown in Figure 1A). However, our approach separates out parameters such as stress intensity and stress duration to create a 3D fragility profile (as shown in Figure 1B). Such parameters independently contribute to total shear stress, so separating them is expected to enrich fragility characterizations. Several other stress parameters (e.g., iterations, qualitative stress types/components, etc.) can be added and separated for increasingly sophisticated profiles via higher-dimensional matrices.

**Figure 2**
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Various complex changes can occur over time to a fragility profile. Such changes can include an increase in the mean cell fragility of a sample, an increase in the standard deviation (for a normally-distributed population), deviations from normality, and/or the development of cell sub-populations with distinct profiles. This wide range of potential changes allows highly-sensitive and complex characterizations – in turn enabling the study of many possible clinical correlations.

While integrated custom instrumentation remains under development, we are initially testing the concepts using a commercially available bead mill (TissueLyser LT from Qiagen) and a NanoDrop ND100 spectrophotometer. The TissueLyser subjects a sample to shear stress with the
variable parameters of oscillation frequency and duration. Figure 2 illustrates the dependence of RBC lysis levels upon applied stress intensity (Hz) and duration (min). As anticipated, higher stress resulted in greater lysis as reflected in the resultant concentrations of free hemoglobin. Arrays of 2D profiles, similar to those in Figure 2, could be aggregated to construct 3D profiles.

**Figure 3**

Preliminary bench-top data obtained from RBC units of the same age and before expiration are presented in Figure 3 (3 units shown of 6 tested). The lysis step used varying stress durations with a fixed intensity of 50Hz. Results indicate that among 6 randomly-selected RBC units of the same age, there was statistically significant variability in mechanical fragility which was reproducibly detected. One simple way to describe such variability is by $S_{50}$, the amount of stress necessary to lyse 50% of the cells in a sample. $K_{50}$ is the slope at this point. For all 6 units tested, quadratically-interpolated $S_{50}$ and corresponding $K_{50}$ values are listed in Table 1; the data also suggest some potential independence between these two values. While such characteristics permit straightforward comparisons, more complex profiles may reveal more meaningful patterns in stress susceptibilities.

**Figure 4**

**POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS UPON VALIDATION**

Individualized unit data regarding levels and rates of RBC lesion, representing relative preservation of in vivo efficacy, could enable a quality-based approach to inventory management (analogous to Shortest-Remaining-Shelf-Life (SRSL) for perishable foods (53)) to supplement or replace FIFO. The breadth and frequency of testing in an inventory would depend on the clinical value of information gained for the cost. Upon gathering unit-specific data, supply and inventory management principles could be employed to improve utilization: For example, a unit whose prospective efficacy is declining more rapidly than others may get used sooner, to minimize quality loss. This could improve transfusion efficacy overall, and thus lower rates of post-
transfusion complications – and adverse reaction costs (54). This could have the net effect of conserving blood, particularly when there is a wider range of unit ages to work with. And when such inventory management flexibility is not feasible, testing a unit at the point of collection may provide useful information on its likely longevity before its destination is decided.

Also, a triaging application could potentially enable clinicians to prioritize the highest-performing units available for those patients presenting greatest need. Testing could occur regularly across an inventory, or on-demand as deemed warranted. Presently, such prioritizing of units perceived to have greatest efficacy is done only for neonatal patients, and this is based solely on storage time (< 7 days).

Alternatively, it is conceivable that some units which may be ineffective for some patients could nevertheless be beneficial for others; for example, as suggested by Vincent et al. (55), some RBC units which may be ineffective for patients having normal erythrocyte deformability could nevertheless be beneficial for patients having altered deformability (particularly when correcting a small oxygen deficit). The multi-dimensional profiling approach may ultimately reveal that “quality” is a more complex notion than a single continuum – meaning the most desirable RBC profile may in fact depend upon particular patient needs.

**CLINICAL VALIDATION AND FUTURE WORK**

We are presently beginning our first clinical study – correlating RBC mechanical fragility in vitro to post-transfusion cell survival in vivo. Success in this study will enable larger-scale follow-up studies, with expansion to include additional clinical outcomes beyond cell survival (such as tissue oxygenation). At each step, defining performance metrics and selecting appropriate patient groups will require continued and additional medical collaborations. Despite the complexity and scope of the undertaking, there is precedent for such studies eventually achieving broad acceptance (e.g. TRICC Trial (56)).

Initial versions of the marketed device will simply provide new information to blood banking and transfusion physicians regarding existing inventories, so US commercialization under a general usage indication is anticipated to be as an FDA Class 2 device via either a 510(k) or 513(f) pathway. The low-risk device involves no patient contact or product alteration, and does not require using any units that are not already approved (or for any patient who could not already receive them today). Additional studies may later seek to justify specific usage claims regarding inventory protocols and/or clinical triage.

**CONCLUSION**

While the need to store RBC remains necessary for the foreseeable future, steps can and should be taken to most effectively utilize the limited supply. Additional measures of blood quality beyond age alone are needed to more accurately characterize stored blood product, particularly when long storage times are unavoidable. A clinically-feasible test of RBC membrane mechanical fragility as a supplemental quality metric could aid medical professionals in making more informed decisions.
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